VOICE SOLUTIONS

ENGAGING SENSES. AMPLIFYING BRANDS.

Music That’s Right For You
Music is one of the most dynamic ways to communicate your business’ brand and connect to
your target market without breathing a single word. That’s why we’re excited to tell you about
the most flexible and interactive licensed music service available. With 4 unique programs
available, you can choose the best option to fit your needs and budget. All content is licensed
and ready for your use so you don’t have to worry about the implications associated with
playing unlicensed content.

Playnetwork
MixHits

Music Choice

Change channels online or at the deivce
4 unique programs to choose from
Broadband, streaming, & disc delivery options
Change channels at player
Over 50 unique playlists
Streaming music service

Schedule online or change at player
Free player with $99 set-up free
Broadband & Streaming Options

Learn more about each program on the following pages
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MixHits
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Playnetwork
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MusicChoice

VOICE SOLUTIONS
Making your environment speak for itself.

MIXHITS
Music moves us; it inspires us, it evokes emotion, it sets a mood. Music is one of the most
dynamic ways to communicate your business’ brand and connect to your target market
without breathing a single word. It’s why our team has curated this affordable, user-friendly
selection of ready-to-play content. All content is licensed and ready for your use so you
don’t have to worry about the implications associated with playing unlicensed content.

SOUNDS THAT INSPIRE
Service is what we do best. Right from the start, we’ll be by your side to answer questions, meet your
needs, and follow up with unparalleled support. Our team is available 7 days a week with emergency
support so you get the music you need, when you need it. *Available in the US only

MUSIC DELIVERY
Streaming
Load up to 20 channels to the player which can be
changed right from the player on the fly. Requires
reliable and consistent internet connection.

PROGRAM FEATURES
Supported

Licensed

Custom Messaging

Our team of business music experts
will help you find the perfect program.
We’re ready to help you with any
questions you might have; we’ll even
provide support after hours.

No need to worry about hefty legal
fees… ever. We’ve got great music for
businesses across industries; from
restaurants and stores to offices, spas,
clinics, and more!

Our team of script writers and
production experts are ready to create
custom messages to align with your
marketing efforts. No extra equipment
required.

Change

Control

Options

Content has never been easier to
change! With the push of a few buttons
you’re on your way to a whole new
playlist whenever you choose.

Never worry about obnoxious DJ
interruptions or poor satellite signals.
We’ve got you covered with reliable
music content the way you want it.

Choose 20 playlists from our growing
library of content to be loaded to your
player; tailored to suit your brand, image,
and needs. Change your playlist any
time, any day, right from your player.

Quality Equipment

Stream

Refreshed

The iStream music player is specifically
programmed to deliver quality MIXHITS
content.

Content is streamed right to the player.

We update content every month. No
exceptions.
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VOICE SOLUTIONS
Making your environment speak for itself.

PLAYNETWORK
Music is one of the most dynamic ways to communicate your business’ brand and connect
to your target market without breathing a single word. It’s why our team works with you to
find the perfect program for your business and suit your brand. All content is licensed and
ready for your use so you don’t have to worry about the implications associated with playing
unlicensed content.
Service is what we do best. Right from the start, we’ll help you find the program that best suits your brand
and we’ll follow up with unparalleled support when you need it. Our team is available 7 days a week with
emergency support so you get the music you want, when you need it. All programs feature:

Monthly Content Updates
Network or CD Update Options

100% Licensed Music Content
Major & Indie Label Content

The Programs

The Player

Playnetwork Business Suite
Create a unique, branded station using
a blend of up to five playlists
Choose from over 250 playlists
Two zones for simultaneous music and
messaging playback.

Playnetwork Channel Suite
Our 15 most popular channels loaded to
the player

160 GB Hard Drive stores thousands of
music and audio files.

Change channels directly from the
music player

Remarkable dynamic range and fullbandwidth frequency response.

Playnetwork Master Suite

Blue LCD screen displays program, artist,
and title information.

Create a unique, branded station using
a blend of up to five playlists
Day-part with 4 additional playlists
Choose from over 250 playlists
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User interface access for local playback
control.
Ask about Overhead Messaging!

BRANDED.INSPIRED.
Making your environment speak for itself.
Music Choice
Music is one of the most dynamic ways to communicate your business’ brand and connect
to your target market without breathing a single word. It’s why our team has curated this
affordable, user-friendly selection of 50 unique playlists. All content is licensed and ready
for your use so you don’t have to worry about the implications associated with playing
unlicensed content.

SOUNDS THAT INSPIRE
Service is what we do best. Right from the start, we’ll be by your side to answer questions to meet
your needs and we’ll follow up with unparalleled support when you need it. Our team is available 7
days a week with emergency support so you get the music you need, when you need it.

CHOOSE YOUR DELIVERY OPTION
Broadband

Streaming

Blend up to 4 channels to create your own unique
playlist. Changes can be easily requested by contacting
us via email, chat, phone or form.

Load up to 20 channels to the player which can be
changed right from the player on the fly. Requires
reliable and consistent internet connection.

PROGRAM FEATURES
Supported

Licensed

Control

Our team of business music experts
will help you find the perfect program.
We’re ready to help you with any
questions you might have; we’re even
ready to support you after hours.

No need to to worry about hefty legal
fees… ever. We’ve got great music for
businesses across industries; from
restaurants and stores to offices, spas,
clinics, and more!

Never worry about obnoxious DJ
interruptions or poor satellite signals.
We’ve got you covered with reliable
music content- the way you want it.

Update

Options

Quality Equipment

Choose from streaming or broadband
options. Get 20 playlists right on your
player when you stream or blend up to
4 playlists with broadband.

Choose from 50 unique playlists to suit
your brand, image, and needs. Each
playlist features roughly 800 to 1000
songs!

Each program is delivered by a player
specifically programmed to deliver
quality content.

Custom Messaging

Change & Day-Part

Refreshed & Dual Zones

Our team of script and production
experts are ready to create custom
messages that marry your marketing
efforts. No extra equipment needed.

Content has never been easier to
change! Simply log-in to try a new
playlist or day-part with the broadband
option.

We update our client’s content every
month. No exceptions. You can even
program an additional zone for music or
messaging.
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